PODCAST: IMPACT TALKS
Indigenous Wisdom & Sustainable Solutions
WITH: Paolo Barbieri | Director of The Well
Evy Bjorn | Independent Filmmaker
Listen on Soundcloud ➔

IN FOCUS
New Problems, Old Solutions?
Read here ➔

SIMA RAMA
Don't miss THE ALBATROSS
Experience Chris Jordan's powerful visual journey into a gut-wrenching environmental tragedy and ultimate love story for life on Earth.
Stream all of August.
Watch here ➔

SIMA CLASSROOM
BACK TO SCHOOL
With brand new impact films
Explore here ➔

SDG FILM CHALLENGE
SIMA + World Merit are facilitating a global screening series to mobilize local community activism for the Sustainable Development Goals. Activists in over 30 countries - including Iraq, Pakistan, Burundi, Brazil, Angola and Liberia host screenings to educate and inspire action.
learn more about the challenge here ➔

COVER PHOTO
THE ALBATROSS
By Chris Jordan

SIMA ON DEMAND
WOMEN IN SINK
By Iris Zaki
Watch here ➔

PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
DOUBLE EXPOSURE FILM FESTIVAL
Registration is now open for the fourth edition of Double Exposure Investigative Film Festival and Symposium in Washington, D.C., October 10-14, presented by 100Reporters.
Get your early bird pass here ➔

“Seeing bright colours of ocean plastic against dead sterility is a powerful symbol for our human culture right now. We’re in a state of emotional bankruptcy”
- Chris Jordan

SIMASTUDIOS.ORG